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This convention continued on with the second generation version, which was also badged Kia
Shuma and Kia Spectra. The first-generation Kia Sephia is the first car that was actually
designed by Kia with their own chassis. The car was presented in September to replace the
aging Capital , which was rapidly losing market share. The Sephia proved quite successful,
selling over , in its first full year in the home market In the United States, sales began in late for
the model year. This was the first Kia to be exported to the US. Kia licensed the engine design
from Mazda, but manufactured it themselves. It was launched in Europe in the spring of as the
Kia Sephia in some markets and in others, including the United Kingdom, as the Kia Mentor. It
was similar in size to best-selling European small family cars like the Ford Escort , but was
priced similarly to smaller cars like the Ford Fiesta. In Brazil, the car went on the market in
March It was only offered with the 1. Kia presented a conceptual convertible version of the first
generation Sephia, which was named "Kia Sephia Cabrio" at some auto shows. The
Sephia-derived Timor S5 series was meant to become the national car of Indonesia , and was
sold there in the mids. Timor also had plans in place for an "SWi" station wagon and a "SLi"
limousine. Between June and July , 39, cars were imported. Escaping import tax, luxury tax, and
an import surcharge meant that the Timor was sold at half the price of a comparable Toyota
Corolla. In , the Sephia was completely redesigned as a four-door sedan and five-door liftback,
this time in-house by Kia itself with help from Mazda. Kia used a DOHC 1. In South Korea, the
Sephia label was retired in and replaced by the Spectra. The Sephia production totals were , The
North American market received the Sephia sedan for the model year. For the model year, the
liftback variant was launched, sold under the name " Kia Spectra ". The Sephia sedan and
Spectra liftback continued to be sold alongside one another until the model year updates were
introduced. As part of this update, both body variants were facelifted, and the range was
rationalized under the single "Kia Spectra" name. The Spectra liftback was also assembled in
Malaysia between and The second generation Sephia sedan and liftback were badged "Mentor"
in Australia [10] when released in May From June , [11] following the change of distributor in
Australia to Ateco, [10] Kia discontinued the sedan variant and rebadged the liftback "Shuma".
When the car was facelifted once more in May , [10] Kia rebranded it once more to "Spectra".
Although the Sephia's successor, the Kia Cerato , was released in , this replacement vehicle
was still named Sephia for Latin America until , [ citation needed ] when it was discontinued in
favor of the name Spectra, as used in North America. Some models of the first generation Kia
Rio, were sold in certain countries of South America, such like Colombia, as "Sephia Taxi"
already prepared with the legal requirements to work as Taxi cabs, including the yellow body
paint. The Sephia Taxi came with the smaller displacement engine for that body 1. Some models
of the Kia Forte , were also prepared to be sold as taxi cabs for certain countries of Latin
America. The Grand Sephia has the smaller displacement engine available for that body 1. From
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact car C. Transverse
front-engine, front-wheel drive. Pride Y. Fiat Peugeot Compact SUV. Sportage NB Retona AM.
Compact MPV. Carens RS. Carnival KV-II. Bongo Wide. Bongo Frontier. Granbird I. See also:
List of Kia vehicles. City car. Visto MXL. Picanto SA. Picanto TA. Picanto JA. Ray TAM. Pegas
AB. Rio DC. Rio JB. Rio UB. Rio YB. Cerato LD. Forte TD. Forte YD. Forte BD. K4 PF. Optima MS.
Optima MG. Optima TF. Optima JF. K5 DL3. Stinger CK. K8 GL3. K9 I KH. K9 II RJ. Subcompact
SUV. Sonet QY. KX Cross UC. KX3 KC. KX3 SP2. Seltos SP2. Niro DE. Sportage SL. Sportage
QL. Sportage Zhipao NP. Mid-size SUV. KX7 QM. Sorento BL. Sorento XM. Sorento UM. Sorento
MQ4. Telluride ON. Mohave HM. Venga YN. Soul AM. Soul PS. Soul SK3. Carens UN. Carens RP.
Carnival VQ. Carnival YP. Carnival KA4. Granbird II. Compact car. Mid-size car. Full-size car.
Subcompact CUV. Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. Like all man-made things, vehicles can
oftentimes have flaws. However, there are some vehicles that seem to have more flaws than

others. Kia, whose parent company is Hyundai, seems to have a few flaws in its Kia Sportage
model. In fact, there have been so many people who've had the same complaints, that the
Internet is flooded with message boards where people have posted their problems and
experiences with their Sportages. The most common problem by far is the Sportage model
stalling out while it's running. This problem seems to be common in the Sportage models
ranging from to However, other models have also had the same sorts of problems. The most
common problem among Sportages seems to be the engine becoming idle or stalling while the
vehicle is in motion. This problem has often been attributed to a faulty EGI control relay or a fuel
pump that's failed. The best way to remedy this problem is to replace both of the items at the
same time to ensure that the other one doesn't fail and cause the problem all over again. The
check engine light popping on randomly is another problem that Sportage owners have
encountered. There are a few different things that can cause this. The first is a leak occurring at
the intake ports. It could also be caused by the rubber regulator being destroyed. Regulator
leaks can also contribute to this problem. Have a certified technician check your vehicle to
single out the problem. Gas leaks are not uncommon to the Sportage, either. Steel fuel-storage
tanks have been found to leak gasoline, which can cause a fire. If you suspect that your
Sportage is leaking gasoline, take it to your dealership immediately. Do not try to fix the
problem yourself, though you may need to patch the leak in order to get it to your dealer in a
safe manner. The electronic stability control ESC light popping on is another common problem
found in the Kia Sportage. The ESC function is supposed to stabilize the remaining three tires if
one becomes disabled, however, the light is not supposed to be on constantly. In some cases,
the vehicle has to have the wiring re-done in order to fix the problem. Most people who have
complained about their Sportages feel strongly about their problems. This is probably true
about others who own different brands of vehicles, as well. While all vehicles are subject to
problems and flaws in their design, it seems that there are a few problems that can be
commonly found in Sportages. Gas Leaks Gas leaks are not uncommon to the Sportage, either.
Considerations Most people who have complained about their Sportages feel strongly about
their problems. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options
and dealer charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Vehicles shown with optional
equipment. Some features only available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to
make changes at any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors,
materials, specifications, features, accessories, packages, and models. Not responsible for
typographical and computer errors. Some color package, and option selections may include,
exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and interior
images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product information
available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See retailer for
details. The Kia Sportage arrives with a fresh exterior, available all-wheel drive, a number of
standard driver-assistance features, and two new Sportage Nightfall Edition Packages. Some
color, package, and option selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of
additional options and packages. Go into stealth mode with style and substance. Introducing
the available Sportage Nightfall Edition and Nightfall Edition Premium packages, which both
add these features and more to the S trim. Take it all in. Complementing a coupe-like profile and
athletic stance are interior and exterior details that make every adventure a stylish one. The
striking tiger-nose grille, front bumper, air intake and skid plate announce a commanding
presence. Sportage offers available LED turn indicators, available projector-beam fog lights,
and available LED headlights and fog lights. Express your style with a number of wheel options,
including the standard inch design with a inch option, as well as the two inch designs available
on the Sportage Nightfall Edition packages. The available panoramic sunroof with power
sunshade allows wide-open views. Available leather seating surfaces add a touch of softness,
with available heated and ventilated front seats for comfort. An angled console, displays, and
buttons help to ergonomically optimize your experience. Two available engines plus Drive
Select Mode, and a number of available handling features put you in command of your
destination. Available horsepower turbocharged 2. This available feature monitors road
conditions and distributes power to the appropriate wheels to help enhance traction and
control. Larger-than-standard front brakes and a sport-tuned suspension on the SX Turbo help
provide curb-hugging handling. The available wireless phone charging tray lets you leave the
cords behind. Available UVO link gives your compatible smartphone remote access to certain
vehicle functions through the Kia Access app. Warm up or cool down your Sportage before you
hit the road. My POIs lets you add locations from your compatible smartphone and get
turn-by-turn directions when you get in the car. UVO link can find your vehicle and give you
directions to it. The available HBA system automatically dims the high beams when it detects
oncoming vehicles, then returns to high-beam setting once the vehicle passes. It can even bring

you to a complete stop and start off again with just a tap of the accelerator. The available RCCW
system is designed to scan for passing vehicles as you back up and issues visual or auditory
signals to help warn you of objects it detects not in your field of view. Sportage is made with
high-tensile strength steel alloys to improve rigidity. Advanced systems like Electronic Stability
Control and Traction Control System provide improved directional stability and traction. When
activated in off-road conditions, DBC individually applies the brakes to maintain a constant
speed down hills or slippery surfaces. When equipped with LED headlights. Your actual
monthly payment may be higher than estimated here. See your local Kia dealer to help
determine your actual monthly payment based on, among other things, exact selling price, lease
or financing terms, credit history, down payment, special offers, and trade-in appraisal. Global
Labels. Standard on SX Turbo. Build Yours. Sportage Commanding confidence. Learn More.
View All Reviews Here. Cargo Space. Flexible Storage. Concealed Storage. Wireless Charging.
Mobile Phone Integrations. Stability and Traction Control. Trims Choose your adventure
companion. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options, and
dealer charges. Actual price set by dealer and may vary. Tools Your journey starts here.
Incentives are subject to change and expiration. Not all incentive programs are compatible with
each other. Additional terms and conditions apply. See your participating Kia dealer for
complete details. No offers available at this time. Please contact a dealer Find a Dealer.
Estimated Payments. Some color packages and option selections may include, exclude, or
require the purchase of additional options and packages. Next Steps Request a quote now.
Connect with dealers for pricing, offers and more. Get Started. Stackla UGC Road trip ready.
Take us on your next journey. Find us at KiaSportage. Build Test Drive. The first-generation Kia
Sportage was developed with a Mazda Bongo engineering base platform. It shares many
mechanical components such as the engine, transmissions early versions , and differentials
with the Mazda line of vehicles. A small number of converted three-door convertibles into
two-door pickups, designated GLL, were produced. Actual production numbers have never
been verified, but were rumored to be no more than 25 units assembled. The collaboration was
soon abandoned as Daimler unexpectedly withdrew before a formal agreement was achieved.
From to , the Sportage was built by Karmann in Germany; European buyers received
German-built versions in that period, while the rest of the world received South Korean-built
versions. It was launched in Asia in July and European sales started two years later. The
Sportage was sold in either a five-door SUV or a three-door soft-top convertible. Kia initially
developed the wagon in standard length form, but in circa , the company released an extended
length version. Kia offered three Mazda-sourced engines in the Sportage, beginning with the 2.
Diesel-engined models were mostly restricted to European markets, as was the more basic
single overhead camshaft SOHC version of the 2. In North America, the 2. The model year Kia
Sportage was the world's first production vehicle to be equipped with a knee airbag. This
first-generation model â€” sold in low numbers, even domestically in South Korea, and models
after Hyundai 's partial takeover of Kia â€” were recalled twice for rear wheels dismounting
while driving. The first-generation Sportage was discontinued in South Korea in , and in North
America after the model year. By , most international markets had discontinued the Sportage
range, although it remained on sale in some developing countries until its second-generation
replacement arrived in As well as a failure of the seat belts, the vehicle structure collapsed.
After a two-year hiatus, the Sportage returned in model-year , sharing an Hyundai Elantra
-based platform with the Hyundai Tucson. Fans of the original pre- Hyundai Sportage and critics
complained that it was considerably larger than the original Sportage and had none of its
off-road capability, the two keys to its success. A facelift model of the second generation was
introduced in May A second facelift was introduced in the UK in early , only a few months after
its first facelift. The Sportage was named as one of the most reliable vehicles from the
Consumer Reports reliability survey. According to research, the Sportage is one of the least
expensive vehicles to insure. The second-generation Sportage earned a top rating of five stars
in crash tests by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. However, the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety IIHS judged it merely acceptable for frontal and side-impact crash,
performance, and poor strength of its roof in a rollover. In China, it was released by Dongfeng
Yueda Kia in October and called the Sportage R, and was to be built and marketed alongside the
previous generation rather than as a replacement for it. It was top of the JD Power Survey for ,
the only car in the survey to score five stars across all categories, from mechanical reliability to
ownership costs and the dealer experience. The third generation received a facelift for the
model year that included new headlamps and fog lamps. To pass this test, a vehicle's roof must
be able to withstand the force of three times the vehicle's weight acceptable rating. The federal
standard requires a roof to hold 1. Kia unveiled its newly redesigned Sportage at the Frankfurt
Motor Show in September , and brought it to market in as a model in North America. The

company said the contrasting sharp edges and smooth surfaces were inspired by modern
fighter jets. There are three gasoline engines, as well as one diesel engine in the line-up. The
gasoline options are a 1. Much like the previous model, it is available with two inline-four engine
choices, a naturally aspirated 2. The 2. Both engines are mated to a six-speed automatic
transmission. In China, the fourth generation Sportage was sold as the Kia KX5, the third
generation model was sold alongside as the Sportage R, while the Kia Sportage name was used
on a separate model developed from the second generation Hyundai ix35 chassis and also sold
alongside. Available from March , the front fascia was completely restyled with headlamps
integrated with the grille and the rear end of the KX5 was also slightly redesigned for the
Chinese market. Despite the exclusively restyled exterior, the wheels of the Chinese version are
the same as the ones on the international Kia Sportage facelift. The Sportage was Kia's best
selling model worldwide in , overtaking the Rio. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Fiat Sephia I. Peugeot Bongo Wide. Compact car. Mid-size car. Full-size car. Subcompact CUV.
Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. I have a problem with my 98 kia sephia. I try to look if any fuse is
burn. Can somebody tell me what is the problem? I read about transmissions I drive the car
again to see exactly in what gear it staying. I never check with a transmission garage. I have this
car since August last year. I already rebuilt the engine, change the front axles, battery,
alternator, all the belts, all fluids. Anyway, if somebody know more about kia sephia 98 auto
transmission, please respond. I am looking to see how can i change the shift solenoid, just to
be sure. But if it looks and runs good and was taken emaculant care of it might be worth
keeping for a few more years. Check on that sensor it might solve your problem. Well, I know its
not the transmission, thats for sure. Make sure the battery terminals are tight. My neighbors car
stopped dead right in front of my house, It was a loose Neg terminal. Trending News. For Tiger
Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be
alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney Spears defended by
former child star. Samsung's Galaxy Watch 3 down to all-time-low price. Obama, Mickelson
wish Tiger well after crash. Hi, I have a problem with my 98 kia sephia. Update: Never, but I
changed the fluid and the filter weeks ago. Update 2: OK. Answer Save. Favorite Answer. Nancy
Lv 4. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have
questions? Get your answers by asking now. My kia sportage has been stalling while idling, and
the engine light is on, replaced air filter, and checked gas cap already. Mechanic finds nothing.
All fluids are full. Any thoughts? Do you. If the engine light is on, an error has been detected by
the engine computer. A scan tool should be able to retrieve the trouble code. Was this answer.
Sensor came on he said Was this answer. Sensor he said Was this answer. Ok, hope this is it.
Fuel trim bank 2 running lean. My mechanic just charged me I need the code to understand the
problem but you did not provide therefore I am not able to help. Good luck. Merry Christmas.

When I asked for the exact code, this is what the guy at advance auto supply gave me. Is there
supposed to be a numeric code? Yes, there must be a code, eg Pxxxx, xxxx denoting numeric
numbers. Fuel trim lean could be P Ok, finally. Po, po and po Was this answer. Here are the
diagnostic proceduers. Images Click to enlarge. Thank you so much for your help. Will print out
right now! Happy Holidays! You're welcome. Hope it is helpful. Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year. Please login or register to post a reply. Asked by alvah. Like Where It Goes. Please
Help. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! But I still have no fuel pulse to my
injectors. I unhooked the neg. Cable and put a test light on it from the neg. Cable to neg. Post
and it lights up. So ive obviously got a electrical problem somewhere but where and how do I
start troubleshooting this problem? The fuel injectors are commanded by the PCM to be
grounded to pulse and if no pulsing are present, it means the PCM is faulty. I'm getting a code P
and i'm also getting P and one for Auxiliary imputs and outputs P when I looked up the code
online for the p it dosent show a code deffinition for it. Cause I already change the ECM. When I
called AutoZone about the codes they said that the one of them had something to do with the
cooling fan and one had something to do with the temprature censor. I did put a test light on the
neg cable and touched it to neg terminal and it lights up. I then went thru and pulled all of the
fuses one at a time. And got nothing from the ones under the dash. The light still stayed on. But
I pulled the 15amp fuse under the hood and it went out. The problem with that is that the
diagram that tells me what it goes to is worn off and I cant read it. Im also getting a reading that
the MIL is on and should be on if the engine is running. But the car wont start. There is one
more thing I was getting from the code reader. It said that it was alidating PID's and only
verifyed of And when I looked up the freeze frame code it says that "DTC that caused freeze
frame and gave me the code P Any help that u could offer would be great and I hope that the
info I just gave u is helpful. Was this answer helpful? Yes, a faulty computer can trigger the
codes. DTC P will set if 4 minutes or more after engine starts, system voltage is 2. DTC P will set
if 4 minutes or more after engine starts, vehicle speed is more than zero MPH and system
voltage is more than 16 volts. Monitor runs continuously. Check for: " Generator malfunction. If
any fuses are blown, locate and repair short in appropriate circuit, then replace fuse before
starting procedure. Check battery condition and generator output. If problem does not exist, go
to next step. If problem exists, repair as necessary. Turn ignition on. Backprobe and measure
voltage between ECM connector terminal No. See Fig. Also, backprobe and measure voltage
between ECM connector terminal No. And backprobe and measure voltage between ECM
connector terminal No. If battery voltage exists at each terminal, go to next step. If battery
voltage does not exist at a terminal, repair open in appropriate wire. Drive vehicle while
monitoring voltage at ECM connector terminals No. If voltage stays stable at battery voltage at
each terminal, check connectors for loose, damaged or corroded terminals. If problem exists,
repair appropriate connector. If voltage is unstable at a terminal, locate intermittent poor
contact and repair as necessary. If voltage is unstable at ECM connector terminal No. Repair as
necessary. My Sportage will crank but not start, ive replaced the fuel pump, regulator, new
relays new computer ive got spark so its not a ignition problem. Do you. Hi jd, Thank you for the
donation. Was this answer. Would the PCM cause unstable voltage? Here are the description
and diagnostic procedures for the trouble codes. Measure voltage between TCM connector No.
C terminal No. DO NOT disconnect connector. Voltage should be about. If voltage is as
specified, go to next step. If voltage is not as specified, go to step 3. Turn engine ON. Measure
voltage as specified in step 1. If voltage is as specified, replace TCM then go to step 4. If voltage
is not as specified, go to next step. Turn ignition OFF. Repair as necessary then go to next step.
If wiring fault is not found, replace ECM then go to next step. Erase DTC. Start engine and
confirm that DTC does not reappear. The fault code is stored in TCM. Freeze frame data is
stored in ECM under P request code. Procedure No procedure available from manufacturer.
Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Not Running Content. How to fix an
engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is
essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! With advanced technology and up to
horsepower, the new Kia K5 gives you a sporty drive and plenty to be excited about. With seven
seats and an array of technological advancements like smartphone connectivity, the Kia
Sorento is a vehicle the whole family will enjoy. The Kia Soul is a nimble vehicle designed to
stand up to the challenges of the road, boasting features like Kia Drive Wise and active safety
systems. The well-connected Kia Forte puts you in control of all your on-road adventures, so
don't hesitate to snag one of these Electronic Stability Control-equipped sedans today! If you're
looking for a different automotive experience, one that is hassle-free, convenient and puts your
needs above all else, head to our new and used Kia dealership in Lakeland, Florida today! Regal
Kia has been serving the automotive needs of nearby Winter Haven since , and our friendly staff

looks forward to continuing to provide our customers with the high level of care they've come
to expect from the Regal name. Our family owned and operated business has an extensive new
Kia inventory to explore, services all makes and models, works with all credit scores and treats
our customers like family, so don't hesitate to trade up to a new Optima here at Regal Kia now!
New Inventory. Used Inventory. New Specials. Certified Used Inventory. Schedule Service. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. Body Shop. Pick A Model K5. Get Directions. Heads up!
Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The market is the
region where the car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question about Kia
Sportage wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide
and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose
a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles m
1989 honda accord engine
vauxhall insignia service light
jeep electrical parts
atching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this
tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New!
Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website!
Page navigation by markets: Heads up! Kia Sportage 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some
factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by
keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is
positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally
fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Kia
Sportage for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project
TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in
selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

